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What is reverse engineering the brain? 

• Reverse engineer- to study or analyze in order to learn 
details of design, construction, and operation, perhaps to 
produce a copy or an improved version. 

• Linking the dynamics of neural circuits to behavior. 

• The operational principles of a neural circuit must be 
deduced through analysis of its structure and function. 

• Basically figuring out how the living brain works. 







The ultimate goal of reverse engineering the brain 

• Scientists can simulate the brains activities and gain insight 
about how and why the brain works and fails. 

• Scientists will be able to test potential biotechnology 
solutions to brain disorders, such as drugs or neural 
implants. 

• Increased computing capability will allow computers to 
simulate reality. 

• Computers will be able to process multiple streams of 
information in parallel rather than the one step at a time. 











Applications of reverse engineering the brain 

• AI algorithms used in speech recognition and in machine 
vision systems. 

• Cochlear implants 

• Stimulating electrodes to treat Parkinson’s disease 

• Devices that can enter the body to perform medical 
diagnoses and treatments. 

• Brain controlled artificial limbs. 



































The challenges 

• Scientists must study the brain while being noninvasive. 

• Each nerve cell receives messages from tens of thousands 
of others making it difficult to trace the signaling pathways. 

• Nerve cells fire at different rates making the code complex. 

• The electronic logic gates of computers are either on or off 
but neurons assume various levels of excitation. 



Debate: Should we reverse engineer the brain? 

• This topic would fall under William A. Wulf’s macro-ethical 
questions in engineering in his article Great Achievements 
and Grand Challenges.

• William A. Wulf is a computer scientist notable for his work in 
programming languages and compilers. Until June 2012, he 
was a University Professor and the AT&T Professor of 
Engineering and Applied Sciences in the Department of 
Computer Science at the University of Virginia.

• It is impossible to predict the consequences and behaviors of 
creating human-like thinking computers. 





Oppositions 

• Along with smarter computers come machines that take 
jobs which does not sit well with some blue collared 
workers. 

• Daniel H. Pink, in his book A Whole New Mind, warns the 
workforce of computers that will take the jobs of those 
who are predominately left-brain directed thinking. 




